
Techniques/guideline to apply EquiFrame: 
 

1. Depending on the policy document, decide to move section by section. And follow the next steps for 
each section separately  

2. Read the entire section and go through the CCs and assign codes of CCs as relevant to the section. 
Put these codes next to the section titles using CC codes (e.g. C=16). Some CCs may not be relevant 
to any section in the documents. If this is the case then leave not assigning CC code for section title 
and after completing the entire process come back and if necessary add a new CC.  

3. Read the rest of sections and continue assigning CC codes and score them in excel template using 
the guideline below: 

a. In some cases one or more CC codes may be assigned to the overall description or objective 
or goal of the section (Section title in the case of Mongolia) but additional CCs may be 
associated to sub-sections (for instance targets, results, etc. In the case Mongolia sub-
sections are Articles). In such cases, once reading of the first section is completed, try to 
identify additional CC codes (use the list of CC codes) that are relevant to the sub-sections 
and add those codes to the section by inserting code  1 next to those CCs in column in of the 
excel template.  This additional CC codes will be based on sub-sections of the section (e.g. 
Section title: System of fight against violence and its financing structure and CC code is 
assigned as 16 and 21. But within this section there is an article which addresses capacity 
building of lawyers or staff of legislative organizations. The additional CC code will be 18. So, 
for this section we may put score of 1 in column 1 of the excel template for CC codes: 16, 18 
and 21). 

b. Once CC code is assigned and scored in column 1 of the excel template, then identify 
corresponding Core Concept Quality (CCQ) code in column 2 - 5 and score the relevant cell 
with 1. When several references to a Core Concept were found to be present, the top quality 
score received was recorded as the final quality scoring for the respective ConceptError! 
Bookmark not defined.. At first put all the CCQs to a Core Concept in the template, if several 
CCQs are found for a Core Concept then take the highest score as final CCQ score.   
 

4. The score in column 6 and 7 of the excel template will be estimated automatically 
5. Identify VGs that are relevant to the topic based on literature review 
6. All identified VGs will be written in columns 8 – 21  
7. Undertake an in-depth reading of the section and try to capture VGs and mark them with codes (e.g. 

VG=3 or VG=7 etc.).  
8. Once marking of VGs is completed in the section of the policy document then score the VGs with 1 in 

columns 8-21 for corresponding CC 
9. If CC code is scored in column 1 but VGs are not identified then leave blank the cell for VGs 
10. If CC is for all people then put score of 1 in column 22 for corresponding CC 
11. The score in column 23 and 24 of the excel template will be estimated automatically 
12. Steps 2 – 10 will be repeated for each section of the policy document 
13. While you read the rest of the sections, the scoring could be clashed with previous scores that been 

identified during the scoring of the first section, then leave the score as it is.  
a. The scoring of the rest of the sections will add value only if the particular cell is not scored in 

previous sections.  
14. Once the scoring is completed for whole document, re-visit the scoring in column 1 and have a look 

at those CCs which been scored with 0. You may have missed to score CC! This step is kind of 
verification step 
 


